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AMU-LED
AMU-LED

This deliverable is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under
grant agreement No 101017702 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme.

Abstract
AMU-LED is a Very Large-scale Demonstration (VLD) project funded by the SESAR Joint Undertaking
under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme that will demonstrate
the safe integration of different types of manned and unmanned aircraft in Urban Air Mobility (UAM)
to realise increasingly sustainable smart cities. The results of the project will be showcased through a
set of tests and flight demonstrations in the United Kingdom, The Netherlands and Spain.
AMU-LED is a 2-year project with demonstrations of large electrical Vertical Take-off and Landing
(eVTOL) platforms for passenger and cargo transport, combined with services for smaller Unmanned
Aerial Systems (UAS) for delivery of goods and medical supplies, surveillance and support for
emergency services.
Building on an analysis of the current state of the art and a proposed high-level concept of operations,
this document will define UAM business cases though presenting a complete list of potential use cases.
The document will also assess the scenarios for operational use of the platforms and link those to Uspace services. U-space services are considered essential for the development of Urban Air Mobility.
Use cases and scenarios are extensively elaborated in this document.
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Executive Summary
The aim of this document is to provide a complete overview of the use cases and scenarios, so for the
AMU-LED demonstrations a well-motivated choice can be made.
UAM refers to eVTOL passenger and cargo air transportation services and to operating drones in an
urban environment. The latter may be for delivery or other mobility services, but also for surveillance.
This AMU-LED (Air Mobility Urban – Large Experimental Demonstration) report describes
1. The list of use cases relevant for Urban Air Mobility (UAM);
2. The list of scenarios that illustrate the responsibilities of the involved actors and U-space
services.
Use cases
Air Commute Shuttle Service
Air Commute Taxi Service
Air Transport First Response (paramedic)
Air Transport First Response (patient)
Surveillance
Scientific Research
Public Services First Response

Public Services Non-first Response
Last Mile Delivery Service
Point-to-Point Delivery
High priority Delivery
Inspection
Aerial Photography
Construction & Maintenance Work

Fourteen use cases have been identified that together cover all possible business cases for UAM,
ranging from research flights to commercial delivery missions and from operations performed by small
camera-inspection drones up to large eVTOL passenger drones.
Each use case is separately elaborated with the identification of actors involved in the mission, the
tasks they perform and their interrelationships. These are described in text and in diagrams that show
their interrelationships.
Each use case is furthermore described through a number of characteristics that distinguish use cases
amongst each other. A characteristic is a measurable unit that, for this project, relates to UAM and
allows to provide an overview of use cases that together typically describe all aspects of urban air
mobility. Finally, safety aspects are considered.
Scenarios
Nominal Vertiport flow management in Zu
Nominal Vertiport flow management in Za
Nominal HPV operations in HPL within Za airspace
Nominal HPV operations in HPL within Zu airspace
Prioritization of SPV and manned aircraft over HPVs

Nominal SPV operations in SPL
Disruption management at Vertiports in Zu
Disruption management at Vertiports in Za
Disruption management in HPL within Zu/Za

Nine scenarios have been identified that describe the range of operations for UAM. The scenarios
define the expected roles and responsibilities of the involved actors and a sequence of steps to be
taken when performing a flight in a specific part of the airspace. The U-space services relevant for the
scenarios are identified and, eventually, for each scenario a number of situations are determined.
Scenarios are described in detail by specifying the role of actors, services, infrastructure, airspace and
the environment, common to the situations in the use cases.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose
This document is deliverable D3.1, Use Cases and Scenario Definition, of the AMU-LED (Air Mobility
Urban – Large Experimental Demonstration) project [1]. The document is produced in as deliverable
within work package 3: similarly called “Use Cases and Scenario Definition”. The use cases and
scenarios serve as qualitative means to validate the operational concept developed in the AMU-LED
project.
Use cases represent specific missions, in this case for urban air mobility (UAM) and define the
interactions between the actors in the mission. Scenarios combine sequences of steps from use cases
in dedicated airspace environments. The aim of this document is to identify a full generic list of use
cases and scenarios for urban air mobility, so that for the AMU-LED demonstrations a well-motivated
choice can be made.
The use cases and scenarios have been developed based on earlier work in the project [2] [3], further
literature review and discussions in the project team.
• Use cases will be described through their objective, actors and their roles, specific
characteristics and the sequence of events for the specific mission;
• Scenarios will be described through their goals, actors and their roles (based on the use case
descriptions), U-space services required and a list of situations.
This way, the document defines the first steps towards the use of U-space in UAM missions. In
following work packages of the AMU-LED project, the architecture will be specified leading to technical
solutions for the advancement of UAM. Following this, the AMU-LED Demonstration Plan will
elaborate on the solutions that will be implemented as services within U-space and on-board systems
and thereafter demonstrated at the different demonstration sites: Cranfield (UK), Amsterdam (NL),
Rotterdam (NL), Enschede (NL) and Santiago de Compostela (SP).
Figure 1 shows the position of the deliverable in the stream of deliverables in the project. Basic inputs
to all work in the project are the two objectives:
• Safe interaction of UAM with other airspace users;
• Safe UAM flight.

Figure 1 Flow of documentation
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Three documents then provide a generic overview of the 1) state of the art in UAM, 2) concept of
operations for UAM and 3) use cases and scenarios for UAM. Next in the project, the focus will be on
the specific demonstrations in three consecutive documents 4) technical description, 5) U-space
management and systems and 6) the AMU-LED demonstration plan. Figure 1 also indicates what parts
of the document form the flow of information throughout the project.

1.2 Scope
UAM refers to eVTOL passenger and cargo air transportation services and to operating drones in an
urban environment. The latter may be for delivery or other mobility services, but also for surveillance.
Urban operations concern operations in environments with contiguous buildings and in populated
areas. These can be densely populated inner-city areas, but also suburban areas. The city-to-city case
is also concerned here. Urban aspects, like avoiding buildings and other obstacles, radio interference
and hyper local weather conditions are considered.
The use cases and scenarios therefore cover those missions and steps that take place in the areas
described above. The airspace can be controlled or uncontrolled by an Air Navigation Service Provider
(ANSP).
Out of scope for AMU-LED are all operations with drones that take place outside cities or villages.

1.3 Intended Audience
The document is intended for all AMU-LED partners as a reference for the use cases and scenarios
that will be demonstrated in the project. The document will be used for elaborating the technical
solution (WP4), the architecture (WP5) and for the planning and preparation of the demonstrations
(WP6). All partners are encouraged to use the findings of this deliverable as input to any further work
that they may perform related to U-space and UAM.
The SESAR Joint Undertaking is invited to use the findings of this document for advancing U-space and
Urban Air Mobility. It may be used in discussions with other ongoing UAM Very Large-scale
Demonstration (VLD) and other related projects.
A number of external readers to SESAR such as EASA, DG MOVE, EUROCONTROL, and ICAO, are invited
to use this report as input to support collaboration on their activities related to U-space and UAM.
The AMU-LED consortium will publish this document at the project’s website, share findings with any
interested party.

1.4 References
This deliverable uses the previous work performed in AMU-LED [1] as a basis for the description of the
use cases and scenarios. Two deliverables have been provided up to now.
The first deliverable provides a state-of-the-art overview of Urban Air Mobility [2]. This deliverable
identifies lists of use cases that is used as basis for the list in this document. Also, it contains an
overview of the major gaps and challenges in UAM that is used to identify scenarios.
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The second deliverable of AMU-LED is a description of the concept of operations [3] based on the
concept described in CORUS [4]. It proposes a to segregate High Performing Vehicles (typically airtaxis and big cargo drones) from Standard Performing vehicles (typically small UAS). The classes form
the basis for part of this document and will therefore be explained again later in this deliverable.

1.5 Acronyms and Terminology
A use case represents a specific mission, in our case for urban air mobility (UAM), and defines the
interactions between the actors in the mission. The interactions are a list of actions or event steps
typically defining the interactions between an actor and a system to achieve a goal. A use case can
typically be elaborated by one normal ‘basic’ flow and a few possible alternative flows.
A scenario consists of sequences of steps from use cases in dedicated airspace environments.
Scenarios involve several use cases and actors, services, infrastructure or airspace. A scenario may
consist of several situations.
A situation is a set of alternative circumstances (e.g., the combination of actors, services, platforms,
airspace environment, etc.) that enables the possibility to perform one specific validation of a project
objective.
A characteristic is an aspect of the use cases that distinguishes the use case from others. A
characteristic is a measurable unit that, for this project, relates to UAM and allows to provide an
overview of use cases that together typically describe all aspects of urban air mobility.
List of acronyms:
Acronym

Definition

ADS-B
AFIS
AMC
AMU-LED
ANSP
ARC
ATC
ATM
ATZ
B2B
B2C
B-VLOS
C2
CIS
CISP
CNS
CONOPS
CTR
DG MOVE
EASA
EC

Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Broadcast
Aerodrome Flight Information Service
Acceptable Means of Compliance
Air Mobility Urban – Large Experimental Demonstration
Air Navigation Service Provider
Air Risk Class
Air Traffic Control
Air Traffic Management
Aerodrome Traffic Zone
Business to Business
Business to Consumer
Beyond Visual Line of Sight
Command and Control
Common Information Service
Common Information Service Provider
Communication Navigation and Surveillance
Concept of Operations
Control Zone (of an airport)
Directorate General MOVE (of EC)
European Union Aviation Safety Agency
European Commission
12
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Acronym

Definition

ERP
E-VLOS
eVTOL
GCS
GRC
HEMS
HPL
HPV
ICAO
ID
JARUS
NAV
NL
NSA
PIC
SAIL
SDSP
SESAR
SJU
SORA
SP
SPL
SPV
UA
UAM
UDP
UAS
UK
USSP
UTM
VLD
VLL
VLOS
WP

Emergency Response Plan
Extended Visual Line of Sight
Electric Vertical Take-off and Landing
Ground Control Station
Ground Risk Class
Helicopter Emergency Medical Services
High Performance Layer
High Performance Vehicle
International Civil Aviation Organisation
Identification
Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned Systems
Navigation
The Netherlands
National Safety Agency
Pilot in Command
Specific Assurance and Integrity Level
Supplementary Data Service Provider
Single European Sky ATM Research
SESAR Joint Undertaking
Specific Operations Risk Assessment
Spain
Standard Performance Layer
Standard Performance Vehicle
Unmanned Aircraft
Urban Air Mobility
Uniform Daylight Period
Unmanned Aerial System
United Kingdom
U-space Service Provider
Unmanned Traffic Management
Very Large-scale Demonstration
Very Low Level
Visual Line of Sight
Work Package

1.6 Contents of this document
Chapter 2 of this document describes the method used to set up the full generic set of UAM use cases
and scenarios.
Chapter 3 contains the high-level overview of the work performed and identifies all elements that
together constitute the use cases and scenarios. The chapter contains the full list of use cases and
scenarios so that the reader who is interested in a high-level overview can suffice with reading this
chapter only.
Chapters 4 and 5 elaborate the use cases and scenarios respectively in detail.
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2 Methodology
The purpose of this deliverable is to map, select and describe the UAM use cases and scenarios
deemed as most interesting to test in the AMU-LED demonstrations. To this end, this deliverable takes
the work performed in deliverables D2.1 Operational Safety Analysis and Concept [2] and D2.2 AMULED Concept of Operations for UAM [3] as a basis. This document identifies a full list of scenarios, so
that for the AMU-LED demonstrations a well-motivated choice can be made.
The result is a complete and extensive list of use cases and scenarios that will form the basis for the
AMU-LED demonstration scenarios. The work is carried out in four steps as indicated below.

• Input: D2.1 Use Cases
• input: D2.2 CONOPS
• List of use cases
• List of scenarios

Elements
• Actors
• Characteristics

List of Use Cases
and Scenarios

• Use Case template
• Use Case descriptions

Eleborated list of
scenarios
• Scenario template
• Scenario descriptions

Elaborated list of
use cases

2.1 Identify the list of use cases
Use cases are considered to be a list of actions or event steps defining the interactions between an
actor and a system to achieve a goal [5]. They represent missions or stakeholder’s goals and give a
description at high level of the actions or steps considered. A use case can typically be elaborated by
one normal ‘basic’ flow and a few possible alternative flows.
A use case typically describes the way an end-user wants to “use” a system: use cases describe what
that system does in response to requests from the end user, i.e. describe the conversation between a
system and its user(s), usually referred to as ‘actors’. A use case must therefore contain:
• An actor, which is the user interacting with a system;
• A system; in AMU-LED, this is the UAM-’system’ in an environment with a number of drone
operations;
• A goal or goals or objective(s);
The list of use cases for AMU-LED follows from the work performed in deliverable D2.1 [2]. The use
cases mentioned in there will be assembled into one list and each use case is described at high level,
where the relevant UAM elements are considered. Only use cases with a UAM element are considered
in this document.
14
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Typical examples of use cases are an “air commute shuttle service” or a “last mile delivery”.

2.2 Identify the list of scenarios
From deliverables D2.1 [2] and D2.2 [3] and the list of use cases, a list of distinctive elements of the
scenarios was identified. The list includes the following:
a. Use case(s) to be used – there can be more than 1 use-cases that can fit a scenario;
b. Airspace control: Controlled/ Uncontrolled;
c. Airspace type: X, Y, ZaH, ZaS, ZuH, ZuS ;
d. Environment: vertiport, in-flight (air);
e. Actors: USSP, ANSP, manned traffic, etc;
f. Minimum U-space Services needed;
g. Operations: nominal/ off nominal (disruptive).
Using the main elements as a starting point, the set of scenarios is defined. Typical examples of
scenarios are “vertiport operations” and “disruption management”.

2.3 Identify actors and characteristics
As a first step, the list of actors that can play a role in UAM is determined, based on the list that is
identified in the AMU-LED CONOPS.
In order to ensure that each use case is described in sufficient detail and sufficiently distinguishes from
other use cases, a list of characteristics is set up. A characteristic is a measurable unit that, for this
document, relates to UAM and allows to provide an overview that together typically describes all
aspects of urban air mobility.
Typical characteristics are “dedicated take-off site vs. non-dedicated take-off site, “priority of the
flight” and “payload type”.

2.4 Describe the use cases
A template to describe each single use case is used, where the actions or event steps for the
stakeholder are described and a link to the characteristics is made. All use cases found in step one are
elaborated here, so that a complete UAM use case reference list is set up.
The use cases are described in the template through the following:
• Use case name = clear identification of the name of the use case;
• Objective = distinctive aim of the use case;
• Summary = summary of the mission, including what makes it urban air mobility;
• Actors & Responsibilities = relevant stakeholders (humans and/or external systems) with a
description of their roles;
• Preconditions = what conditions are necessary before the mission can start;
• Trigger = what causes the use case to start;
• Characteristics =used to characterise the use case based on a list of specific elements
• Flight phases = aspects of the different flight phases;
• SORA aspects = anything related to the risk assessment of the flight;
• Assumptions = anything considered as a given fact in the use case;
15
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•

Sequence of events = list of nominal and non-nominal events/steps that take place in the use
case. The focus will be on the drone flight, not on the typical payload steps. A schematic
presentation of the interaction between the actors describes the flow in more detail.

2.5 Describe the scenarios
A template is set up to describe the scenarios, based on the use cases and elements such as actors,
services, infrastructure or airspace that allows all AMU-LED CONOPS elements to be considered. As
part of scenarios, several situations are identified, where situations are considered to be a given set
of alternative circumstances (e.g., the combination of actors, services, UAS platforms, or environment)
envisaged to assess the operational concepts and technology solutions proposed by AMU-LED. In this
way, one scenario allows for testing more than one situation.
Scenarios are described in the template through the following:
• Goals = clear definition the aim of the scenario;
• Summary = brief description;
• Main actors & Responsibilities = Relevant stakeholders and their roles;
• Potential use cases = Most relevant use cases for the scenario;
• Minimum services needed = List of U-space services needed in the scenario;
• Situations = List of alternative circumstances.

16
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3 Identification and Characterisation of Use
Cases and Scenarios
This section gives an overview of the use cases identified. First, the list of use cases and the list of
scenarios are presented. An overview of all relevant actors is made, followed by the identification of
the characteristics to define the use case.
Finally, the list of scenarios is set up.

3.1 Overview of use cases
The AMU-LED Operational Safety Analysis and Concept [2] provides an overview of the state of the art
on business cases and mission types for Urban Air Mobility. Following discussions and while
performing the elaboration of the use cases, some new ones are introduced. Through this overview,
the final list of UAM use cases has been identified, see Table 1.

Use Case
Air Commute
Service

Description

Business case example for
smart cities

Shuttle Scheduled service along fixed routes and/or a Airport shuttle, company
fixed time schedule for the transport of people, shuttle, office to office travel,
with at least one take-off and landing site in an aerial sightseeing tours
urban environment.

Air Commute Taxi Service On-demand service and routes for the transport Air taxi, transport to events
of people, with at least one take-off and landing
site in an urban environment
Air
Transport
First High-priority transport of people for first- Air ambulance to transport
Response (paramedic)
response services to a location in an urban doctors from a hospital to an
environment.
accident site.
Air
Transport
First High-priority transport of people for first- Air ambulance to transport
Response (patient)
response services from a location in an urban injured people to a hospital
environment.
Surveillance

Video footage, pictures and other drone- Police
law
enforcement,
solutions to provide surveillance capabilities
natural disaster aid, aerial
security

Scientific Research

Studies conducted with drones for scientific Aerospace, migration patterns
research in different research topics

Public Services
Response

First Provision of first response, high-priority public Firefighters, natural disasters,
services in the city such as firefighting or natural police services
disaster aid.
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Public Services Non-first Provision of day-to-day public services
Response

Trash collection, snowplough

Last Mile Delivery Service Drones to carry out the last leg of the delivery Aerial warehousing, interoffice
route, e.g., from a main warehouse or a focal delivery
of
documents,
point to its final destination
delivery of goods
Point-to-Point Delivery

Delivery of heavy cargo between two sites, of at Heavy cargo delivery
least one is in an urban environment

High priority Delivery

High-priority delivery of first response equipment Humanitarian aid, high-priority
and goods
medical delivery

Inspection

Use of drones for the inspection of infrastructure Infrastructure
inspection,
(e.g., roads, vessels, buildings, power plants, etc) aerial warehousing

Aerial Photography

Video, pictures and visual reporting from the air Recreational
photography,
of objects and events in an urban environment
aerial showcasing, filming, tv

Construction &
Maintenance Work

Construction and maintenance of infrastructure Construction and maintenance
and buildings, such as painting and window of buildings and infrastructure.
washing, to replace current access methods such
as pulley platforms

Table 1 UAM Use Cases
This list will form the basis for the further elaboration of use cases in this document and will be used
to identify the most interesting use cases to be demonstrated in the AMU-LED project.

3.2 Overview of actors
Following the AMU-LED CONOPS [3], the following actors can be found, where the list is elaborated
while extending the use case descriptions:
• Operator = Legal entity operating or intending to operate one or more SPV/HPV aircraft. They
shall establish a contract with one certified USSP of their choice providing the mandatory set
of U-space services in the airspace of operation;
• Pilot in Command (PIC) = Individual ultimately responsible for safely conducting the flight of a
SPV/HPV by operating its flight controls, either manually or, when flying automatically, by
monitoring its course and remaining able to intervene and change its course at any time;
• Competent Authority = They will provide safety oversight and lead on regulatory framework
for the UTM/UAM, service provider certification and oversight of the different services in
order to protect the public and consumers of UTM services. This will include guidance about
the appropriate levels of safety, development of approvals, licences and registration for UTM
participants.
• USSPs managing HPV traffic will also be under the responsibility of the authorities, so that
Competent Authorities will be responsible for their certification and oversight, as well as,
carrying out the necessary audits, assessments, investigations and inspections as established
in their oversight programme;
• Common Information Service (CIS) Provider = provides access to information on horizontal
and vertical limits of the U-space airspace, the requirements for accessing such airspace, a list
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•

•

•
•
•

of available certified USSPs, any adjacent U-space airspaces, UAS geographical zones and static
and dynamic airspace restrictions;
U-space Service Provider = USSPs are in charge of supporting operations planning, flight intent
sharing, strategic and tactical deconfliction, management of Network-IDs, access to relevant
information like weather and navigation, emergency managements services, airspace
management functions and off-nominal operations. They exchange information with
other USSPs, Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSP) and CIS and receive supplemental data
supporting operations management from the Supplementary Data Service Providers (SDSP);
Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP) = a provider that provides air navigation services (from
coordinating and documenting airspace structure, issuing aeronautical information
publications to managing air traffic control) to ensure safe segregation of manned traffic in
controlled U-space airspace from UAS;
Supplemental Data Service Provider (SDSP) = a provider that provides access to supplemental
data such as ground and terrain data modelling, population density, weather information,
cellular coverage, etc;
Vertiport Operator = They are responsible for managing ground operations, overseeing
ground safety, security (including cybersecurity), boarding procedures, and charging and
refuelling the UASs. An alternative landing site needs to be provided in case of emergency;
UAM Customer = The end-user of the service offered by the operator.

Figure 2 gives a graphical representation of the actors contributing to and operating within the UAM
framework.

Figure 2 Overview of actors

3.3 Use Case Characteristics
Characteristics are used to describe the use cases. A characteristic is a feature or quality belonging to
the use cases to identify them.
Characteristics are set up such that they allow a distinction to be made between the use cases. Only
aspects concerned with the urban operation will be considered as relevant here.
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3.3.1 Requirements to define the characteristics
In order to ensure an exhaustive and relevant list of characteristics to define the use cases, the
consortium has determined a set of requirements for this. These requirements ensure that the list of
characteristics is rational and relevant for the project. A total of nine requirements have been defined:
1. The characteristics will have to be atomic, specific, objective and measurable.
2. The characteristics shall take into account urban air mobility factors, such as the impact of
buildings both in surrounding air streams and multipath effects on electromagnetic signals.
3. The characteristics shall reflect the transitional medium-term challenges, within a relatively
mature U-space environment.
4. The characteristics shall comply with AMU-LED CONOPS, including airspace structure, UAM
services, separation and conflict management, integration with manned aviation, etc.
5. The characteristics shall describe the aircraft including size, performance, payload and
frequency of the operation.
6. The characteristics shall describe the operational environment and their capacity limits, such
as airspace, ground infrastructure or overflying area.
7. The characteristics shall support the specification of the level of prioritisation needed for
each use case.
8. The characteristics shall support the identification of the relevant factors of the use case’s
environment, benefits, and risk factors in compliance with environmental obligations, and
the level of impact of a concrete operation in society.
9. The characteristics shall specify the privacy concerns with regard to the protection of
personal data.

3.3.2 Description of the characteristics
Characteristics are used to give distinctive features to use cases. They are related to UAM and can be
specified at use case level as a measurable unit. The following characteristics have been identified:
• Operation type
• Airspace
• Privacy concerns
• Public acceptance
• SAIL level
• Payload type
• Priority
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Operation
Each UAM operation consists of a preparation phase and a take-off, in-flight, and landing part. After
the flight, post-mission activities will be required. The operations can be classified depending on three
different aspects: schedule, route, and required infrastructure.
Considering the schedule, two different types of operations are possible:
• Fixed-scheduled: The operation is prepared in advance, so the time that specifies when the
operation has to be performed is pre-defined;
• On-demand: The operation is not previously scheduled, but is requested at a given time. In
some cases (emergencies), it has to be performed as quickly as possible.
Depending on the restrictions related to the route to be flown, two categories are possible:
• Fixed-route: the aircraft’s track is previously defined and there is a strong restriction to follow
it. So, the vehicle must fly along pre-defined fixed waypoints;
• Flexible-route: typically, the take-off and landing places are fixed, but the route between them
is not strict, so different paths can be chosen to achieve the final destination. Re-planning of
the path during the flight is possible.
Depending on the required infrastructure for the operation, the vehicle can take-off and land from a
dedicated or a non-dedicated site:
• Dedicated take-off/landing site: vertiports, including charging/refuelling, maintenance and
passenger and cargo handling facilities. The procedures for take-off and landing are clearly
published and will be followed;
• Non-dedicated take-off landing site: no infrastructure is available for taking off or landing; a
site will need to be spotted “on the fly”.
These elements create the following characterisation of the flight:
Phase

Options

Preparation

Fixed schedule
On demand
Dedicated take-off site
Non-dedicated take-off site
Fixed route
Flexible route
On a dedicated landing site
On a non-dedicated landing site

Take-off
In-flight or aerial work
Landing

Table 2 Operations
Airspace
Aircraft must comply with the requirements of the class of airspace in which they are operating. This
requirement applies to equipage and capability to fly in the designated U-Space airspaces i.e. access
is conditional on meeting the requirements.
Classes are High Performance Layer (HPL) or Standard Performance Layer (SPL).
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AMU-LED proposes, as an extension to the CORUS concept [4], a division in airspaces, based on the
conflict detection and resolution capabilities of the drones as follows:
• X: VLOS and E-VLOS flights are possible where the PIC remains responsible for collision
avoidance. No Conflict resolution service is available here.
• Y: will offer strategic conflict resolution.
• ZuS: controlled by one or more USSPs, will facilitate flights of Standard Performing Vehicles in
dense traffic environments, where tactical deconfliction services are offered.
• ZuH: controlled by one or more USSPs, will facilitate flights of High Performing Vehicles (e.g.
air-taxis) in dense traffic environments, where tactical deconfliction services are offered,
adapted to HPV-operations. Furthermore, vertiport flow management is offered.
• ZaS: controlled by one or more USSPs, with tactical deconfliction from ATC. Flights of Standard
Performing Vehicles in controlled areas will take place through the collaborative interface with
ATC.
• ZaH: controlled by one or more USSPs, with tactical deconflicting from ATC. Flights of High
Performing Vehicles in controlled areas will take place through the collaborative interface with
ATC.
Note: Each of the above zone requirements are the legal minima based on current regulatory guidance
and the CORUS concept. USSPs may provide additional value-added services in any of these airspaces.
Privacy concerns
UAM operations will take place above and in between buildings and people. Some of these operations
will be carried out with drones equipped with cameras, thus creating privacy concerns. Privacy
concerns depend highly on the equipment of the drone and the purpose of the mission, though even
drones without cameras usually raise concerns. Perception is a major factor in privacy concerns and
drones may be considered invasive when passing by, even if the vehicle is not carrying a camera.
One factor that is to be considered in the further development of payload systems, like cameras, is to
ensure that data is gathered anonymous.
The distance a drone is passing by is relevant for privacy concerns.
Usually, if the nature of the mission concerns emergency response, people tend to accept the violation
of privacy easier.
Classification for privacy concerns can be high or low:
• High: operations that easily raise privacy concerns among the public, being vehicles equipped
with cameras and/or operating close to people;
• Low: operations that have little privacy concerns among the public, as the vehicle is not
carrying a camera and/or performing a high-value service.
Public acceptance
Public acceptance depends on a number of parameters that allows us to estimate the acceptability of
UAM operations. Some of these parameters are the societal impact and availability of the UAM
service, the noise generated, and the general perception of the public (incl. privacy) among other
things. Therefore, depending on these factors, an estimation can be made here on the level of
acceptance:
• High Public Acceptance is expected for UAM operations that bring a clear added value to
society, and that are equally accessible to everyone, such as medical services or law
enforcement.
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•
•

Medium public acceptance is expected from UAM operations that have limited access and an
unclear added value.
Low public acceptance is expected from UAM operations that have very limited access, cause
nuisance to the public and/or generate concerns.

Specific Assurance and Integrity Level (SAIL)
EC regulations 2019/945 [6] and 2019/947 [7] provide the basis for the Specific Operations Risk
Assessment (SORA) methodology to assess the risk of any given UAS operation. Accordingly, the
Specific Assurance and Integrity Level (SAIL) is determined by the final values of the Ground Risk Class
(GRC) and the residual level of the Air Risk Class (ARC). The former is related to the risk of a person
being struck by the UAS and it depends on the size (or kinetic energy) of the UAS and the operational
scenario (VLOS or B-VLOS, population density, etc.). The latter, is related to the intrinsic risk of midair collision and it depends on the traffic density (airspace class, proximity to airfields, flight level,
segregated airspace, etc.).
According to the recently published EASA “guidelines on design verification of UAS operated in the
‘specific’ category and classified in SAIL III and IV”, depending on the SAIL of any given operation, the
operator might be requested to obtain an authorisation approval from the corresponding National
Supervisory Authority (NSA), unless it is covered by a Standard Scenario, and a design verification
approval or even a Type Certificate from EASA for the aircraft in question.
•
•

•

SAIL values of I and II can be accepted by the NSA following a simple declaration of compliance
by the operator without the need for EASA to verity the aircraft design.
SAIL values of III and IV require a “simple” EASA design verification of the aircraft, covering
the full design of the UAS, the mitigation means linked with the design and the enhanced
containment function. In this case, the Special Condition for Light-UAS – Medium Risk [8] is
proposed as design verification basis.
SAIL values of V and VI require the issuing of a (Restricted) Type Certificate for the aircraft by
EASA following Part 21 requirements.

Payload type
The regulatory framework today provides a basis from which to define the rules for the carriage of
goods or people e.g., need for a license, insurance and financial checks etc. The payload type, carried
for commercial reasons, will determine the associated risk, insurance requirement and therefore the
regulatory oversight aligns with the existing framework for UAS i.e., 2019/945 [6] and 2019/947 [7].
For example, only operations in the certified category are allowed to carry dangerous goods in urban
areas while cameras and other sensors can be carried by all drone categories.
Payloads can be characterized as follows:
• Cargo
o Dangerous goods are defined by each country with international agreement at ICAO;
o Non-Dangerous payloads typical used for aerial work e.g., photography, survey and
advertising.
o High value or sensitive goods (blood, organs, vaccines or similar) or high value cargo
(money, jewelry);
• Passenger
o Commercial;
o Recreational;
o Air Ambulance (doctor or patient).
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Priority type
UAV operations can be divided into three categories of priority.
- The emergency category includes operations with the intent to provide lifesaving goods or
similar to the desired location or rescue one or more persons from a life-threatening location
or situation. This can include organ, blood or vaccine transport, or transportation emergency
equipment to people in need (food, water, first aid equipment, shelter material, etc.),
comparable to emergency helicopter operations. Emergency operations also related to
surveillance missions by police and fire fighters in case of accidents and incidents;
- The contingency category concerns all non-nominal or critical states of all drone operations.
Highest priority will be given to this category when lives are in danger either in the air vehicle
(air taxi) or on the ground;
- Standard operations include every operation which does not fall into the any of the other
categories.

3.4 Overview of scenarios
Nine different scenarios have been defined:
1. Nominal Vertiport flow management in Zu;
2. Nominal Vertiport flow management in Za;
3. Nominal HPV operations in HPL within Za airspace;
4. Nominal HPV operations in HPL within Zu airspace;
5. Prioritization of SPV and manned aviation over HPVs;
6. Nominal SPV operations in SPL;
7. Disruption management at Vertiports in Zu;
8. Disruption management at Vertiports in Za;
9. Disruption management in HPL within Zu/Za.
Table 3 gives a cross reference between the main actors as defined in the use cases and U-space
services versus the nine scenarios.
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Vertiport

Services

Actors

Scenarios
CISP
USSPs
SDSP
HPV Op
SPV Op
ATC
Vertiport Op.
Manned aircraft Op.
Geo-awareness
Aeronautical Info
management
Network ID /tracking
Surveillance data
exchange
Traffic information service
Flight authorization
Dynamic geofencing
Vertiport flow
management
Weather info
Geospatial info
Procedural Interface with
ATC
Collaborative Interface
with ATC
Conformance monitoring
(Advisory) Tactical deconfliction
Emergency management
NAV & C2 monitoring

Nominal
In-flight

Vertiport/
In-flight
Zu/Za
S5
S6

Zu
S1

Za
S2

Za
S3

Zu
S4

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

Off-nominal
Vertiport
Inflight
Zu
Za Zu/Za
S7
S8
S9
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

Table 3 Cross reference table of actors and services in the nine scenarios
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4 Use Case Descriptions
This chapter will describe the UAM use cases identified by AMU-LED in separate tables.

4.1.1 Air Commute Shuttle Service
Air Commute Shuttle Service
Objective

Transport of people on a fixed scheduled route

Summary

Scheduled service along fixed routes and a fixed time schedule for the transport of people, with
at least one take-off or landing site in an urban environment
Operator: responsible for planning the mission and complying with the performance
requirements applicable in the U-space airspace where the mission takes place.
PIC: responsible for conducting the flight and check the information and alerts
received through the U-space services
USSP: responsible for providing U-space services
CISP: responsible for providing common information service
SDSP: responsible for providing additional relevant data
ANSP: responsible for providing information of manned aircraft operating in that
airspace
Vertiport Operator: operation management
UAM Customer
Passenger has a ticket, flight route approval from ATC/USSP (route reserved and favorable
meteo conditions) and eVTOL pre-flight checks have been performed.
Time (to go)

Actors &
Responsibilities

Preconditions
Trigger
Characteristics
Flight Phases
SORA
Assumptions
Sequence of events

Airspace Low Privacy Medium
Y, ZaH, Issues
Public
ZuH
Acceptance
Pre-flight:
Take-off: Dedicated
Scheduled
site

SAIL V or VI

Payload:
passengers

In-flight: Fixed route

Standard
priority

Landing: Dedicated
site

Aircraft must be in the certified category
1.
2.
3.
4.

Vertiport traffic management must be in place
Mission is performed in the High-Performance Layer
A time-dependent shuttle service will fly even if no passengers have boarded
Passenger arrives at vertiport and boards the eVTOL
Take off from known location
Fly along a fixed route at fixed time
Land at a known location

Table 4 Air Commute Shuttle Service Use Case Description
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4.1.2 Air Commute Taxi Service
Air Commute Taxi Service
Objective
Summary
Actors &
Responsibilities

Preconditions
Trigger
Characteristics
Flight Phases
SORA
Assumptions
Sequence of events

On-demand routes (last minute or fixed scheduled) for the transport of people to events in an
urban environment.
On-demand service and routes for the transport of people, with at least one take-off and
landing site (fixed vertiport at multimodal transport hub, point of interest or any vertiport in
the city network and ad hoc vertiports deployed for special events) in an urban environment.
Operator: responsible for planning the mission and complying with the performance
requirements applicable in the U-space airspace where the mission takes place.
PIC: responsible for conducting the flight and check the information and alerts
received through the U-space services
USSP: responsible for providing U-space services
CISP: responsible for providing common information service
SDSP: responsible for providing additional relevant data
ANSP: responsible for providing information of manned aircraft operating in that
airspace
Vertiport Operator: operation management
UAM Customer
Passenger has a ticket, flight route approval from ATC/USSP (route reserved and favorable
meteo conditions) and eVTOL pre-flight checks have been performed.
Passenger books the air taxi service.
Airspace Low Privacy Medium
Y, ZaH, Issues
Public
ZuH
Acceptance
Pre-flight: OnTake-off: Dedicated
demand
site

SAIL V or VI

Payload:
passengers

In-flight: Flexible route

Standard
priority

Landing: Dedicated
site

Aircraft must be in the certified category
1.
2.
3.
4.

Vertiport traffic management must be in place
Mission is performed in the High-Performance Layer
Air taxi may fly without passenger to pick up passengers on demand
Passenger arrives at vertiport and boards the eVTOL
Take off from known location
Fly along a flexible route (on-demand)
Land at a known location of a vertiport. Landing can take place at a site that is
dedicated for drone operations or at a location that is not equipped for drone
operations
(Refer to appendix A for the full description of event sequence)

Table 5 Air Commute Taxi Service Use Case Description
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4.1.3 Air Transport First Response (Paramedic)
Air Transport First Response (Paramedic)
Objective

Air ambulance to deploy paramedic

Summary

High-priority transport of people for first-response services to a location in an urban
environment.
Emergency Control Room – Triggering and monitoring mission
Operator: responsible for planning the mission and complying with the performance
requirements applicable in the U-space airspace where the mission takes place.
PIC: responsible for conducting the flight and check the information and alerts
received through the U-space services
USSP: responsible for providing U-space services
CISP: responsible for providing common information service
SDSP: responsible for providing additional relevant data
ANSP: responsible for providing information of manned aircraft operating in that
airspace
Other air space users – Comply with traffic management procedures
UAM Customer(s)
Need for deployment determined by emergency control room
Pre-flight checks completed
A call to an emergency control room about an incident requiring a paramedic on site

Actors &
Responsibilities

Preconditions
Trigger
Characteristics
Flight Phases

Airspace Y,
ZaH, ZuH
Pre-flight:
demand

Low Privacy High Public
Issues
Acceptance
On- Take-off: Dedicated
site

SAIL V or VI
In-flight:
route

Payload:
Priority
passengers
Contingency
Flexible Landing: NonDedicated site

Aircraft must be in the certified category

SORA

-

Assumptions

Sequence of events

USSP and UAM traffic management must be in place
Mission and autonomous flight planning are performed in the High-Performance
Layer
eVTOL must be able and allowed to fly out of UDP
eVTOL certified and approved to be used for passenger transport
1. A call to an emergency control room about an incident requiring a paramedic on site
or transport of a patient to a hospital
2. Identification of location
3. Emergency control room locate the nearest air ambulance
4. Air ambulance receives data of the location
5. Flight planning software plots a route (check no-fly zones, plot safest way in regards
to ground risk – taking into account airspace restrictions)
6. Flight route data exchange through USSP to flag a high-priority flight to be visible to
other UAM users and aviation users
7. Take-off from a known location
8. Flight along a flexible route
9. Land at an unknown location
(Refer to appendix A for the full description of event sequence)

Table 6 Air Transport First Response (Paramedic) Use Case Description
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4.1.4 Air Transport First Response (Patient)
Air Transport First Response (Patient)
Objective

Air ambulance to transport injured person

Summary

High-priority transport of people for first-response services from a location in an urban
environment.
Emergency Control Room – Triggering and monitoring mission
Operator: responsible for planning the mission and complying with the performance
requirements applicable in the U-space airspace where the mission takes place.
PIC: responsible for conducting the flight
USSP: responsible for providing U-space services
CISP: responsible for providing common information service
SDSP: responsible for providing additional relevant data
ANSP: responsible for providing information of manned aircraft in that airspace
Need for deployment determined by emergency control room
Flight planning performed, validated and approved by USSP
Pre-flight checks completed
Passenger or no-passenger confirmed before take-off
A call to an emergency control room about an incident requiring transport of a patient to a
hospital
Airspace Low Privacy High
Public SAIL V or VI
Payload:
Priority
Y, ZaH, Issues
Acceptance
passengers
Contingency
ZuH
Pre-flight: On- Take-off: Dedicated or In-flight: Flexible route Landing:
Dedicated
demand
non-dedicated site
site

Actors &
Responsibilities

Preconditions

Trigger
Characteristics
Flight Phases

Aircraft must be in the certified category

SORA
Assumptions

Sequence of events

1.
2.
3.
4.

USSP and UAM traffic management must be in place
Mission and autonomous flight planning are performed in the HPL
eVTOL certified and approved to be used as air ambulance
Medical personal on site to initiate pick-up and assist in securing patient
Hospital control room receives a call requiring transport of a patient to a hospital
Emergency control room locate the nearest air ambulance
Air ambulance receives data of the location
Flight planning software plots a route (check no-fly zones, plot safest way in regards
to ground risk – taking into account airspace restrictions)
5. Flight route data exchange through USSP to flag a high-priority flight to be visible to
other UAM users and aviation users
6. Take-off from a known location
7. Flight along a flexible route
8. Land at an unknown location
9. Flight planning software plots a route (check no-fly zones, plot safest way in regards
to ground risk – taking into account airspace restrictions)
10. Flight route data exchange through USSP to flag a high-priority flight to be visible to
other UAM users and aviation users
11. Flight along a flexible route
12. Land at a known location
(Refer to appendix A for the full description of event sequence)

Table 7 Air Transport First Response (Patient) Use Case Description
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4.1.5 Surveillance
Surveillance
Objective

Information gathering by aerial footage for safety and security purposes.

Summary

Preconditions

Surveillance flights with at least one take-off or landing site. Environment depends on the type
of operation (e.g. scheduled or emergency flight), but can be in both urban and non-urban
environments (e.g. business parks, industrial sites, harbors, etc.).
Operator: responsible for planning the mission and complying with the performance
requirements applicable in the U-space airspace where the mission takes place.
PIC: responsible for conducting the flight
USSP: responsible for providing U-space services
CISP: responsible for providing common information service
SDSP: responsible for providing additional relevant data
ANSP: responsible for providing information of manned aircraft operating in that
airspace
Activities have to meet the requirements of the existing legal framework

Trigger

Regular operations based on a schedule (e.g. security surveillance)

Characteristics

Airspace High Privacy Low
Public
X,
Y, Issues
Acceptance
ZaS, ZuS
Pre-flight: OnTake-off: Dedicated
demand
site

Actors &
Responsibilities

Flight Phases
SORA
Assumptions
Sequence of events

SAIL I or II

Payload:
Standard
Cargo
priority
(Camera)
In-flight: Fixed route
Landing: Dedicated
site

BVLOS, sparsely populated or populated area, max. characteristic dimensions <3 m, ERP,
parachute (optional), below 500ft, controlled or uncontrolled airspace, U-Space, ADS-B In
The surveillance mission is performed because it provides benefits with respect to other
surveillance mechanisms.
1. Preparation for scheduled surveillance flight
2. Take-off and fly to scheduled surveillance object via scheduled route
3. Activate surveillance system(s) to inspect object or to support the emergency
response team(s)
4. Return to landing area or any other known landing location
(Refer to appendix A for the full description of event sequence)

Table 8 Surveillance Use Case Description
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4.1.6 Scientific Research for UAM
Scientific Research for UAM
Objective
Summary
Actors &
Responsibilities

Preconditions

Trigger
Characteristics
Flight Phases

Studies conducted with UAS and manned eVTOL platforms for scientific research in different
areas (e.g. new technologies and platforms demonstrations, certification flights, etc.).
Custom (ad-hoc) missions subject to restrictions (segregation, restricted overflown areas,
operating times, etc.)
PIC: responsible for safely conducting the flight.
UAS Operator: responsible for requesting special authorization (if needed) from NSA
and conducting safety assessment.
USSP/ ANSP: responsible for providing U-space and Air Navigation services and
managing traffic.
CISP: Responsible for providing common information service
NSA: responsible for approving the requested research mission according to the
established limitations.
SDSP: responsible for providing supplemental data required to accomplish the
research mission.
The operator has received appropriate approval (e.g. permit to fly) subject to certain
limitations (e.g. segregation, restricted overflown areas, operating times, exceptions
to U-space rules and procedures, etc.).
Impacted USSPs/CIS/ANSPs are duly informed and have established the necessary
coordination to manage the “unusual” flight.
Ad-hoc flight(s) needed to accomplish scientific research mission.
Airspace Low Privacy Medium
X,
Y, Issues
Public
ZaS, ZuS
Acceptance
Pre-flight: OnTake-off: Dedicated
demand
site

SAIL:
Payload: n/a
Standard
dependent on
priority
vehicle
In-flight: Fixed route
Landing: Dedicated
site

SORA

It will depend on the type of operation

Assumptions

These are non-priority missions that might be subject to limitations in the case of
demonstrations and certification flights.
1. Either a customer contracts the operator to undertake research or the operator/
manufacturer itself needs to perform the flight to demonstrate/test capability.
2. The operator requests approval to NSA if the mission requires so (not covered by
current regulation or rules of air).
3. The approval is granted (with limitations)
4. The operator coordinates with involved USSPs/ANSPs prior to performing the
mission
5. Once authorized to do so by USSP/ANSP, the operator completes the mission
6. The mission is monitored by USSP/ANSP and the operator is provided with the
required U-space and Air Navigation services.
7. Post-ops process if needed
(Refer to appendix A for the full description of event sequence)

Sequence of events

Table 9 Scientific Research for UAM Use Case Description
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4.1.7 Public Service First Response
Public Service First Response
Objective

A public service is to rapidly but safely deploy a UAV to the site of an emergency incident
(natural disaster - e.g. building collapsing due to earthquake) to deliver urgent supplies and
capture intelligence for a large-scale follow-up response.

Summary

Provision of a first response, high priority public service in the city (such as firefighting or
natural disaster aid).
PIC (of first responding drone) – responsible for safely conducting the flight.
Operator: responsible for triggering the mission on the emergency being reported.
Other traffic – to respond to tactical commands of UTM due to priority traffic.
USSP – To approve transit requests as required.
CISP: responsible for providing common information service
SDSP: responsible for providing additional relevant data
ANSP: responsible for providing information of manned aircraft operating in that
airspace
Emergency has triggered a response.
The UAM/UAV is equipped with suitable payload of first responder supplies and
appropriate sensors e.g. Infra-Red etc.
Emergency has occurred and the public service has chosen to deploy a First Responder mission
through UAM.
Airspace: X,
Low Privacy
High Public
SAIL:
Payload:
Priority Y, ZaS, ZuS,
Issues
Acceptance
dependent
cargo
emergency
ZaH, ZuH
on vehicle
Pre-flight: OnTake-off: Dedicated
In-flight: Flexible
Landing: Nondemand
site
route
dedicated site

Actors &
Responsibilities

Preconditions
Trigger
Characteristics
Flight Phases
SORA

It will depend on the type of operation

Assumptions

High priority missions that are performed through UAM due to the higher effectiveness of the
operation.
1. Emergency triggers a response from Public Service.
2. A first response UAM/UAV mission is initiated by the first responder central
coordination.
3. The flight plan has been filed with the UTM.
4. When required, transit is confirmed with ATC.
5. Non-Priority Flights are tactically deconflicted and confirmation of conformance is
received.
6. Mission begins and flight takes-off
7. Fight transit to destination.
8. Vehicle delivers supplies and relies sensor information.
9. Vehicle remains onsite in standby more (assuming no additional sequential
missions are required), in case of additional information required.
10. Vehicle returns to base as required by the first responder command operations
(Refer to appendix A for the full description of event sequence)

Sequence of events

Table 10 Public Service First Response Use Case Description
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4.1.8 Public Service Non-First Response
Public Service Non-First Response
The public services non-first response missions provide non-emergency day-to-day services to
citizens, e.g. police expert reports after incidents, law enforcement, measure air quality, official
public communications
Scheduled or on-demand services that support the daily life of citizens or facilitate the work of
public authorities automating tasks or mitigating the risk of certain operations.
Operator: responsible for planning the mission and complying with the performance
requirements applicable in the U-spacer airspace where the mission takes place.
PIC: responsible for conducting the flight
USSP: responsible for providing U-space services
CISP: responsible for providing common information service
SDSP: responsible for providing additional relevant data
ANSP: responsible for providing information of manned aircraft operating in that
airspace
Public Authority will be accountable for defining the service.
The service is previously defined and coordinated between the different stakeholders if needed.
Citizens must be informed when relevant.
Specific non-emergency need

Objective
Summary
Actors &
Responsibilities

Preconditions
Trigger
Characteristics

Airspace: X,
Y, ZaS, ZuS

Low Privacy
Issues

Medium
Public
Acceptance
Take-off: Dedicated
site

SAIL:
Payload:
Standard
dependent
cargo
priority
on vehicle
In-flight: Fixed route
Landing: Dedicated
site

Flight Phases

Pre-flight: Ondemand

SORA

It will depend on the type of operation

Assumptions

Non-priority flight over or near gathering of people.

Sequence of events

1. Citizens/ Public entities have a need that can be covered using drones
2. Public entities define a service, notifying citizens impacted if needed.
3. Drone operator (public or private) prepares the mission (scheduled or ad-hoc)
4. Mission monitoring
5. Post-ops process if needed.
(Refer to appendix A for the full description of event sequence)

Table 11 Public Service Non-First Response Use Case Description
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4.1.9 Last Mile Delivery Service
Last-mile Delivery Service
Objective
Summary
Actors &
Responsibilities

Preconditions

Trigger

A drone flies a small package from a warehouse direct to the customer within a prescribed range
e.g., payload less than 5kg to a location within 30 mins of the warehouse. This could be B2C or
B2B or an enterprise use-case e.g. Utilities company dispatching spares to its field engineers.
Single-delivery drones will be dispatched at any time of day either on-demand or scheduled.
-

Regulator assesss the safety case for where and how the drones are to be flown (incl.
the approval of U-space volumes). Also ensure data protection rules are followed.
City council works with the Regulator to effect planning for drone operations, take-off
and landing areas.
Operator: responsible for planning the mission and complying with the performance
requirements applicable in the U-spacer airspace where the mission takes place.
PIC: responsible for conducting the flight
USSP: responsible for providing U-space services
CISP: responsible for providing common information service
SDSP: responsible for providing additional relevant data
ANSP: responsible for providing information of manned aircraft
Distribution center has an air operators certificate enabling the carriage of goods,
relevant insurance and only approved drones are used. Safety pilots are competent.
Operations are strategically deconflicted, U-space volume is available and drones are
appropriately equipped.
Customer order required fulfilment.

Characteristics

Airspace: X,
Y, ZaS, ZuS

Flight Phases

Pre-flight: Scheduled

SORA

Specific category drones, Flight over people and infrastructure.

Assumptions

Non-priority flight, Mission is performed in standard performance layer. Take-off and landing
zones have been assessed, approved and available
1. Customer places order.
2. Delivery request using drone is mapped against available delivery slots.
3. No – if it cannot be done within customer timescales the customer is alerted.
4. Yes – customer provided with a timescale.
OR
1. Specific routing and authorization obtained before alerting customer.
2. Drone is loaded with payload.
3. Drone delivery operation starts.
4. Drone In-flight - Customer can track delivery and get status updates.
5. Drone arrives at destination. Customer receives update that drone has arrived.
6. Landing site is clear and drone is given the go-ahead to land.
7. Payload is delivered and drone flies back
(Refer to appendix A for the full description of event sequence)

Sequence of events

High Privacy
Issues

Medium
Public
Acceptance
Take-off: Dedicated
site

SAIL:
Payload:
Standard
dependent
cargo
priority
on vehicle
In-flight: Fixed route
Landing: Dedicated
site

Table 12 Last-mile Delivery Service Use Case Description
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4.1.10 Point-to-Point Delivery Service
Point-to-Point Delivery Service
Objective

Deliver heavy cargo between two sites, at least one of them inside an urban environment

Summary

Scheduled or on demand service to provide heavy cargo between two fixed locations as part of
the logistic backbone for a specific customer (e.g. warehouse to production facility, warehouse
to distribution hub, etc.)
Regulator will provide permissions after assessing the safety case for where and how
the drones are to be flown including the approval of U-space volumes. Also ensure
data protection rules are followed.
City council will work with the Regulator to effect planning for drone operations,
take-off and landing areas.
Operators will have to ensure end-to-end safety of operations.
PIC: Remote or on-board pilot will carry out the mission
USSP will provide services to ensure the integration of drones in airspace.
ANSPs may have to provide authorization is specific airspaces.
CISP: responsible for providing common information service
Cargo identified and ready for delivery at origin, cargo expected at destination, flight approval
from ATC/USSP, eVTOL suitable for cargo type
Planned start of operation

Actors &
Responsibilities

Preconditions
Trigger
Characteristics

Airspace: X,
Y, ZaH, ZuH

Flight Phases

Pre-flight: Scheduled

SORA

Dependent on cargo weight/size and nature of cargo. Most probably vehicle should be in
certified category (may be specific in certain limited scenarios)
Process for cargo packing, load / unload and connection to the logistic chain are
already in place.
Mission is performed in the high-performance layer.
1. Cargo installation on cargo bay, confirm pre-flight checks related to cargo installation
2. Take off from known location
3. Fly along specified route at fixed time
4. Land at a known location
5. Unload cargo from eVTOL
(Refer to appendix A for the full description of event sequence)

Assumptions
Sequence of events

High Privacy
Issues

Medium
Public
Acceptance
Take-off: Dedicated
site

SAIL:
Payload:
Standard
dependent
cargo
priority
on vehicle
In-flight: Fixed route
Landing: Dedicated
site

Table 13 Point-to-Point Delivery Service Use Case Description
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4.1.11High Priority Delivery Service
High Priority Delivery Service
To deliver services, such as equipment or goods, to support first response operations. These
deliveries will have high priority over the rest of operations.
High-priority delivery of first response equipment and goods

Objective
Summary

-

Actors &
Responsibilities

Preconditions

Trigger
Characteristics
Flight Phases
SORA
Assumptions
Sequence of events

First Responder: declare the emergency
Operator: declare the flight and inform the USSP
USSP and ANSP: inform the rest of users within the operational volume of the high
priority service and provide it with a free volume to finish the operation.
Remote pilot: carry out the mission
CISP: responsible for providing common information service
A high priority intervention is requested to a first responder.
The UAS is equipped with the requested payload, which could be a critical payload
(such as medical goods).
A priority flight is declared and the USSPs inform the rest of operators within the
airspace.
An emergency has been declared and the first responder requested a service or equipment
immediately
Airspace: X,
Low Privacy
High Public
SAIL:
Payload:
Priority Y, ZaH, ZuH
Issues
Acceptance
dependent
cargo
emergency
on vehicle
Pre-flight: on
Take-off: Dedicated
In-flight: Flexible
Landing: Dedicated
demand
site
route
or non-dedicated
site
Most restrictive operation: B-VLOS flight in an urban environment.
Characteristic dimension and Weight of the UAS including Payload.
Operator will operate under a pre-accepted operation type by which it will have only to declare
the operation and fly since it will be a high-priority operation
1. An emergency is declared
2. The first responder onsite requests a service or an equipment as soon as possible.
3. The First responder central coordination equipped the UAS with the corresponding
payload.
4. The First responder central coordination declares the flight.
5. The USSPs informs the rest of users and operators (and also, they coordinate with the
ATC if necessary).
6. The remote pilot executes and monitor the B-VLOS flight.
7. Once the services have been completed, the return to the base should not be
declared as a high-priority operation and then, it will have to be declared as a normal
operation within U-Space.
(Refer to appendix A for the full description of event sequence)

Table 14 High Priority Delivery Service Use Case Description
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4.1.12 Inspection
Inspection
Objective
Summary
Actors &
Responsibilities

Preconditions
Trigger
Characteristics
Flight Phases

Visual inspection of infrastructure (e.g., roads, wind turbines, vessels, buildings, power plants,
etc.) minimizing the risk for the inspector and reaching areas of difficult access
Scheduled or on-demand operation along fixed routes to support infrastructure inspection with
an UAS equipped at least with a camera and any other sensors needed to carry out the
inspection.
Operator: responsible for planning the mission and complying with the performance
requirements applicable in the U-space airspace where the mission takes place.
PIC: responsible for conducting the flight and check the information and alerts
received through the U-space services
UAM Customer: responsible for procuring the service
USSP: responsible for providing U-space services
CISP: responsible for providing common information service
SDSP: responsible for providing additional relevant data
ANSP: responsible for providing information of manned aircraft operating in that
airspace
Infrastructure Inspector: responsible for performing the inspection and giving
indications needed to the operator to carry out the inspection
The entity responsible of the infrastructure maintenance procures the inspection service
The need to carry out an inspection. This may be either planned as part of the maintenance
program, or ad-hoc as a consequence of any eventuality
Airspace: X,
High Privacy Medium
SAIL:
Payload:
Standard
Y, ZaS, ZuS
Issues
Public
dependent
cargo
priority
Acceptance
on vehicle
Pre-flight: on
Take-off: Dedicated
In-flight: Fixed route
Landing: Dedicated
demand
site
site

SORA

It will depend on the type of operation

Assumptions

Drone is equipped with a camera

Sequence of events

1. UAM customer identifies the need to carry out an inspection of an infrastructure
2. UAM procures the service form an operator who plans the mission
3. Flight authorisation is issued by the USSP
4. The operation takes place and the Infrastructure Inspector supervises the inspection
5. The operation ends and the UAS lands
6. The Infrastructure Inspector checks if any malfunction arises during the inspection
(Refer to appendix A for the full description of event sequence)

Table 15 Inspection Use Case Description
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4.1.13 Aerial Photography
Aerial Photography
Objective

Capturing camera footage with the aid of an UAV

Summary

Preconditions

Producing camera footage from a bird's-eye view using drones in urban areas for recreational
purposes or professional media production like tv, etc.
Operator: responsible for planning the mission and complying with the performance
requirements applicable in the U-spacer airspace where the mission takes place.
PIC: responsible for conducting the flight and check the information and alerts
received through the U-space services
USSP: responsible for providing U-space services
CISP: responsible for providing common information service
SDSP: responsible for providing additional relevant data
ANSP: responsible for providing information of manned aircraft operating in that
airspace
Aerial photographer: responsible for supervising the flight and the taken footage
Trained pilot, flight approval from ATC/USSP

Trigger

Scheduled event times, Sudden events (e.g. in news casting)

Characteristics

Airspace: X,
Y, ZaS, ZuS
Pre-flight: on
demand

Actors &
Responsibilities

Flight Phases

High Privacy Low Public
Issues
Acceptance
Take-off: Dedicated
site

SAIL: I or II

Payload:
Standard
cargo
priority
In-flight: Fixed route
Landing: Dedicated
site

SORA

Aircraft must be in the certified category

Assumptions

Low requirements for U-Space services, as this is a use case that is already performed widely
today with a limited set of U-Space services available.
1. Pilot and/or photographer arrive at the flight area
2. Preflight procedures + photography preparation
3. Takeoff from an appropriate area
4. Flight on a predefined trajectory or manually (depending on the scenario) whilst
taking photos or filming
5. Landing at a suitable area, can be the takeoff location
6. Post flight procedures
(Refer to appendix A for the full description of event sequence)

Sequence of events

Table 16 Aerial Photography Use Case Description
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4.1.14 Construction and Maintenance Work
Construction and Maintenance Work

Preconditions

To replace staff in construction and maintenance of infrastructure and buildings, such as
painting and window washing.
Use of UAM/UAS to remove the need for staff to venture into hard-to-reach areas or clamber
up potentially dangerous scaffolding to improve safety and efficiency.
Operator: responsible for planning the mission and complying with the performance
requirements applicable in the U-spacer airspace where the mission takes place.
PIC: responsible for conducting the flight and check the information and alerts
received through the U-space services
USSP: responsible for providing U-space services
CISP: responsible for providing common information service
SDSP: responsible for providing additional relevant data
ANSP: responsible for providing information of manned aircraft operating in that
airspace
Flight approval from USSP/ANSP, pre-flight checks have been performed.

Trigger

Construction and maintenance work has been requested.

Characteristics

Airspace: X,
Y, ZaS, ZuS

Flight Phases

Pre-flight: on
demand

SORA

Depend on the nature of the task. Most probably operation should be in certified category.

Assumptions

Public acceptance and privacy concerns are resolved.

Sequence of events

1. UAM/UAS customer requests the mission.
2. Operators specify the operation volume and plan and submit the flight mission.
3. Flight authorization issued by USSP/ANSP.
4. UAM/UAS take off from known location.
5. UAM/UAS perform the construction/maintenance missions.
6. UAM/UAS Land at known location.
7. UAM/UAS customer checks if mission successfully accomplished.
(Refer to appendix A for the full description of event sequence)

Objective
Summary
Actors &
Responsibilities

Low Privacy
Issues

Medium
Public
Acceptance
Take-off: Dedicated
site

SAIL: I or II

Payload:
Standard
mission
priority
dependent
In-flight: Fixed route
Landing: Dedicated
site

Table 17 Construction and Maintenance Work Use Case Description
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5 Scenario Descriptions
This chapter describes scenarios for Urban Air Mobility, when considering the operations around
vertiports and in the different U-space airspaces as defined in the AMU-LED CONOPS [3]. Special
attention will be paid to disruption management.
The following assumptions will be made:
• All scenarios will count on more than one USSP providing services to either HPVs or SPVs and
a CISP to guarantee appropriate coordination and interchange of information such as flight
planning, corridor activation, traffic information, priority or emergency management;
• Centralized and decentralized architectures as described in the AMU-LED Grant Agreement
[1] will be tested in all scenarios. They will therefore not be explicitly mentioned in the
scenarios below;
• The scenarios cover a wide range of possible situations and are not yet tailored to the AMULED project. The demonstrations will be subject to the conditions given in the Permits to Fly
granted by the different NSAs and the platforms and services made available by the
consortium partners.

5.1 Nominal Vertiport Flow Management in Zu
Scenario 1
Goals

Summary

Nominal Vertiport flow management in Zu
1. To validate procedures and services for safe and efficient vertiport flow
management:
a. Take-off: flight planning procedures prior to departure, strategic
deconfliction, request for take-off, corridor activation, flight plan
activation for take--off, take-off and corridor de-activation.
b. Landing: request for landing, corridor activation, flight plan de-activation
after landing, corridor de-activation.
2. To validate responsibilities and information flow between the HPV operator,
the vertiport operator, the USSP/CISP and other affected HPV or SPV vehicles.
The scenario is based on a vertiport in Zu airspace within the city. In order for HPVs
to depart/arrive from/to such vertiport, proper planning and coordination to
remain clear from surrounding traffic is required. This includes not only other HPVs
but also SPVs which could be operating in the area.
The activation of protecting volumes and dynamic corridors connecting the
vertiport with the HPL provides temporary segregation from SPVs for HPVs to
depart/land safely.

Main actors & −
Responsibilities
−

HPV operator/PIC: submits flight planning and flight authorisation requests to
the USSP and waits for authorisation and flight plan activation from USSP to
depart.
Vertiport operator: provides vertiport information, (resources availability,
departure and landing procedures and routes) and coordinates authorization
with USSP.
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−

−

−

−

−
Potential
Cases

Use −
−
−
−
−

Minimum
services needed

Situations

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

USSP for HPV: approves flight plan after deconflicting route and coordinating
with vertiport on availability and activates flight plan before take-off. It
coordinates with the vertiport operator and CISP to activate dynamic
protecting volumes and corridors prior to take-off or landing.
CISP: makes the information on dynamic protecting volumes and corridor
status available to all other USSPs. Provides information on vertiport resources
availability, departure and landing procedures and routes. It can act as
interface between USSPs and Vertiport Operators.
USSP for SPV (if different): it notifies of dynamic protecting volumes and
corridor status information for neighbouring SPVs to take action. It holds or
re-plans SPV flights impacted by the temporary restriction.
SPV Operator/PIC: it receives information from and coordinates with USSP and
modifies current flight plans to not penetrate protected volumes and corridors
if required.
SDSP: provide supplemental data like weather information, terrain data,
vertiport information and smart-city data (e.g. other transport means).
HPV: Air Commute Shuttle Service
HPV: Air Commute Taxi Service
HPV Cargo transport
SPV: Surveillance
SPV: Last mile delivery
Geo Awareness
Aeronautical Info Management
Network-ID / Tracking / Surveillance Data Exchange
Traffic information
Flight Authorisation (strategic deconfliction)
Dynamic geofencing (including HPV corridor management)
Vertiport flow management
Weather info
Geospatial info
I.

HPV platform at vertiport requests departure

An air-taxi or a cargo platform intends to depart from a vertiport when there are
SPV operations taking place (or scheduled) in the vicinity. The USSP receiving such
request coordinates with the vertiport operator and activates protecting volumes
for SPVs to remain clear from the operation.
II.

HPV platform in route requests landing at vertiport

The air-taxi or cargo platform operator requests authorisation to land to the USSP
who coordinates with the vertiport operator (availability, presence of obstacles,
etc.) prior to activating protecting volumes for SPV traffic to exit the area.
Table 18 Nominal Vertiport Flow Management in Zu
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5.2 Nominal Vertiport Flow Management in Za
Scenario 2
Goals

Summary

Nominal Vertiport flow management in Za
1. To validate procedures and services for safe and efficient vertiport flow
management in a CTR:
a. Take-off: flight planning procedures prior to departure, strategic
deconfliction, request ATC permission, ATC approval, corridor
activation, USSP approval, flight plan and corridor activation.
b. Landing: request for landing, request ATC permission, ATC approval,
corridor activation, USSP approval, corridor de-activation.
2. To validate responsibilities and information flow between ATC and
U--Space service.
3. To validate airspace re-configuration
The scenario is based on a vertiport in Za airspace within or close an airport
(CTR/ATZ airspace).
In order for HPVs to depart/arrive from/to such vertiport, proper planning and
coordination with U-Space and ATC is required to remain clear from SPL traffic
and manned traffic.
The activation of dynamic corridors connecting the vertiport with the HPL
provides temporary segregation from SPVs and manned aircraft for HPVs to
depart/land safely.
The coordination with ATC to request approval for the corridor activation
provides segregation from manned aircraft.

Main actors & −
Responsibilities
−

−
−

−

HPV operator/PIC: request flight plan authorisation to USSP and later
activation. It waits for authorization and USSP flight plan activation to takeoff.
USSP for HPV (if different): process the HPV flight plan request and
guarantees strategic deconfliction. It coordinates flight plan approval with
ATC and corresponding permission to activate the corridor. It coordinates
with vertiport on availability for take-off and landing. It coordinates with
the vertiport operator and ATC to activate dynamic protecting volumes and
corridors prior to take-off or landing.
Vertiport operator: provides vertiport information (resources availability)
and coordinates with USSP to approve the flight plan.
CISP: It is the interface between USSPs and ATC and makes the information
on dynamic protecting volumes and corridor status available to all other
USSPs. Provides information on departure and landing procedures and
routes. It can act as interface between USSPs/ANSPs and Vertiport
Operators.
USSP for SPV (if different): it notifies of dynamic protecting volumes and
corridor status information for neighbouring SPVs to take action. It holds
or re-plans future SPV flights impacted by the temporary restriction.
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−

−
−

−
Potential
Cases

Use −
−
−
−
−

Minimum
services needed

Situations

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

SPV Operator/PIC: it receives information from and coordinates with the
USSP to adjusts the flight plan in order not to penetrate protected volumes
and corridors if required.
SDSP: provide supplemental data like weather information, terrain data,
vertiport information and smart-city data (e.g. other transport means).
ATC: coordinates with USSP on HPV operations requests to activate a
corridor and controls manned traffic. ATC is also responsible for safe
separation between manned and unmanned traffic.
Manned aviation: follows ATC instructions to keep clear from HPV traffic
HPV: Air Commute Shuttle Service
HPV: Air Commute Taxi Service
HPV: Cargo transport
SPV: Airport infrastructure inspection
Manned: HEMS helicopters, general aviation
Geo Awareness
Aeronautical Info Management
Network-ID / Tracking / Surveillance Data Exchange
Traffic information
Flight Authorisation (strategic deconfliction)
Dynamic geofencing (including HPV corridor management)
Vertiport flow management
Weather info
Geospatial info
Procedural interface with ATC
Collaborative Interface with ATC
I.

HPV platform at vertiport requests departure:

An airport shuttle intends to depart from a city vertiport situated in Za
airspace volume in a zone where there are SPV operations taking place (or
scheduled) in the vicinity. The USSP receiving such request coordinates with
the vertiport operator and send a request to ATC for flight plan activation and
on due time for take-off. If ATC accepts, the USSP activates protecting
volumes for SPVs to remain clear from the operation.
II.

HPV platform requests landing at a vertiport:

Before starting the descent maneuver, the shuttle must request flight plan
activation from the USSP, which will be done in coordination with ATC to land
through the USSP. Once granted, the USSP, in coordination with the vertiport,
will activate the protection corridors to separate HPVs from SPVs and manned
traffic.
III.

HPV platform with authorized flight plan request departure flight plan
activation but it is rescheduled by ATC as a manned aircraft is landing.
Table 19 Nominal Vertiport Flow Management in Za
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5.3 Nominal HPV Operations in HPL Within Za Airspace
Scenario 3

Nominal HPV operations in HPL within Za airspace

Goals

1. To validate procedures and services enabling a safe and efficient operation
in the high-performance layer (e.g. network-ID, surveillance, tracking,
conformance monitoring, etc.).
2. To monitor CNS performance to ensure it is in conformance with the
acceptable limits defined.
3. To validate the appropriateness of coordinating procedures between ATC
and USPPs in nominal situations (including traffic monitoring).

Summary

The scenario is based on the interaction of several HPV in nominal operations.
To enable simultaneous flights, it is essential to define and describe appropriate
flight procedures as well as to deploy a minimum set of services that enables the
integration of several missions running at the same time. Also, CNS systems must
provide a minimum performance level that ensure a collaborative and safe flight
during the whole operation.
This scenario will run in controlled airspace (Za), therefore the role of ATC is key
to ensure a proper integration and proper ways of coordination must be set
between USSPs and ATC. The inclusion of SPV and manned traffic in other layers
close to the HPL requires monitoring of the flights to ensure there are no
interferences of any kind between the different layers.

Main actors & −
Responsibilities
−

−

−
−
−
Potential
Cases

Use −
−
−
−

Minimum
services needed

−
−
−
−
−

HPV operator/PIC: request flight plan authorisation to USSP and later
activation. It waits for authorization and USSP flight plan activation to takeoff.
USSP for HPV: organize traffic flows in the HPL and monitors the different
missions to ensure they comply with the flight plan. It must coordinate with
other USSPs in the area and with ATC.
CISP: It is the interface between USSPs and ATC and responsible for
disseminating dynamic and static airspace restrictions to ensure a safe
operation.
ATC: monitor the operation and ensure safe separation.
Manned traffic: fly according to plan
SDSP: provide supplemental data like weather information or terrain data
HPV: Air Commute Shuttle Service
HPV: Air Commute Taxi Service
HPV Cargo transport
Manned traffic: Helicopter Emergency Medical Services (HEMS)
Geo Awareness
Aeronautical Info Management
Network-ID / Tracking / Surveillance Data Exchange
Traffic information
Flight Authorisation (strategic deconfliction)
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−
−
−
−
Situations

Procedural interface with ATC
Collaborative Interface with ATC
Conformance Monitoring
NAV & C2 monitoring
I.
HPVs flying simultaneously in HPL

The HPVs included in the scenario will fly simultaneously in the HPL. USSPs will
facilitate information and communication tools to ATC to provide proper
separation management between the different flights. Also, the USSP will
monitor that the operations are in conformance with plans.
Table 20 Nominal HPV Operations in HPL Within Za Airspace
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5.4 Nominal HPV Operations in HPL Within Zu Airspace
Scenario 4
Goals

Summary

Nominal HPV operations in HPL within Zu airspace
1. To validate procedures and services enabling a safe and efficient operation of
HPVs in the high-performance layer.
2. To validate e-conspicuity devices performance and information exchange
between the stakeholders.
3. To validate how VFR vehicles such as HEMS can be integrated with HPVs in the
HPL in two different situations:
a. Manned traffic (e.g. HEMS) adheres to HPL-requirements;
b. Manned traffic does not adhere to the HPL requirements which requires
temporary segregation.
The scenario is based on the interaction of several HPVs and manned flights in nominal
operations in uncontrolled airspace.
Within the scenario, HPVs and manned traffic will ensure electronic visibility.
Procedures will be provided that will enable validation of the services needed to
ensure a safe integration. The scenario will take into account both manned aircraft
that are able to adhere to the requirements to operate in the HPL, but also those that
cannot adhere to the requirements and therefore, a special treatment is needed. In
the latter, a dynamic geofencing would be put in place by the USSP to ensure safe
separation of the two different flows.
The scenario will run in Zu airspace and therefore, coordination with ATC is not
required.

Main
−
actors &
Responsibi −
lities

−

HPV operator/PIC: request flight plan authorisation to USSP and later activation.
It waits for authorization and USSP flight plan activation to take-off.
Manned VFR operator: it has two ways to operate:
i.
Coordinates flight plan with the USSP/CISP and adheres to HPL
services and requirements (Equipped with an e-conspicuity device);
ii.
Requests dynamic geofencing to guarantee segregation from HPVs.
USSP for HPV: organizes traffic flow in the HPL as well as monitors the different
flights to ensure they comply with the flight plans. Coordinate and monitor
manned traffic position to ensure they adhere to HPL requirements. It must
coordinate with other USSPs in the area. Responsible for applying a dynamic
geofencing when applicable.
CISP: It is the interface between USSPs and ATC and responsible for disseminating
dynamic and static data to ensure a safe operation. It includes the position of
manned traffic through the e-conspicuity device. It can act as the point of contact
for manned aircraft willing to operate in HPL without adhering to HPL
requirements.
SDSP: provides supplemental data like weather information or terrain data.

−
−
−

HPV: Air Commute Shuttle Service
HPV: Air Commute Taxi Service
HPV: Cargo transport

−

−

Potential
Use Cases
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−
Minimum
services
needed

Situations

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Manned traffic: such as HEMS
Geo Awareness
Aeronautical Info Management
Network-ID / Tracking / Surveillance Data Exchange
Traffic information
Flight Authorisation (strategic deconfliction)
Dynamic geofencing
Conformance Monitoring
NAV & C2 monitoring
I.
HEMS flying in HPL adheres to HPL requirements

A HEMS is flying simultaneously with HPVs in an HPL. The HEMS is able to adhere to
HPL requirements, sharing its location with the rest of stakeholders.
II.

HEMS flying in HPL does not adhere to HPL requirements

A HEMS is flying simultaneously with HPVs in an HPL. However, the HEMS is not able
to adhere to the HPL requirements. The USSP is aware of this situation through
information from the flight plan and applies dynamic geofencing. The rest of the HPVs
must modify their trajectories to comply with the new airspace configuration. After
the HEMS leaves the HPL, the USSP will remove the constraint.
Table 21 Nominal HPV Operations in HPL Within Za Airspace
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5.5 Prioritization of SPV and Manned Aviation over HPVs
Scenario 5

Prioritization of SPV and manned aviation over HPVs

Goals

1. To validate procedures and services for safe and efficient prioritisation of
SPVs and manned aviation over HPVs, especially during:
a. Take-off: flight planning procedures prior to departure, strategic or
tactical deconfliction, corridor activation and flight plan activation for
take-off;
b. In-flight or landing: strategic or tactical deconfliction, information
exchange between actors.
2. To validate responsibilities and information flow between the HPV operator,
the USSP/CISP and other affected HPVs, SPVs and manned vehicles in order
to prioritise the SPV or manned flight.

Summary

The scenario is based on the prioritisation of SPVs and manned aviation over
high performance vehicles.
The scenario is designed to test and validate the procedures and services that
are required when a non-planned, high-priority flight
1. takes off (SPV or manned aviation) and has to be deconflicted and clear
of any other traffic, including high performance vehicles taking off and
in-flight. In order to enable a safe and efficient prioritisation of the
flight, it is necessary to define a set of procedures and services;
2. Is in-flight or landing and needs to be deconflicted from all other traffic,
ensuring the fastest and most efficient route.
In order for the high-priority flight to take off and perform its mission, the drone
operator and USSP will need to coordinate the flight, decide if the flight should
adhere to HPL or SPL, activating dynamic corridors if necessary and clearing any
other traffic from the surroundings, including SPVs and HPVs.

Main actors & −
Responsibilities
−

−
−

−
−
−

SPV High priority flight operator/PIC: submits flight planning and waits for
authorisation and flight plan activation from the USSP to depart.
USSP for SPV high-priority flight: approves and activates flight plan for
take-off after strategically deconflicting route and coordinating with the
USSP for HPV. It activates dynamic protecting volumes and corridors prior
to take-off or landing.
CISP: It is the interface between USSPs and ATC and responsible for
disseminating dynamic and static data to ensure a safe operation.
USSP for HPV: it provides dynamic protecting volumes and corridor status
information for neighbouring HPVs to take action. It holds or re-plans future
HPV flights impacted by the temporary restriction.
HPV Operator/PIC: it updates its current flight plan to not penetrate
protected volumes and corridors.
SDSP: provide supplemental data like weather information, terrain data,
vertiport information and smart-city data (e.g. other transport means).
ATC: receives request from manned aircraft operator on high priority flight
and initiates coordination to clear conflicting traffic.
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−
Potential
Cases

Use −
−
−
−
−

Minimum
services needed

Situations

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Manned aviation: requests USSP/ATC for permission to initiate high priority
flight and awaits confirmation
HPV Air Transport First Response
HPV Public Services First Response
SPV Public Services First Response
SPV High Priority Delivery
Manned: HEMS helicopters
Geo Awareness
Aeronautical Info Management
Network-ID / Tracking / Surveillance Data Exchange
Traffic information
Flight Authorisation (strategic deconfliction)
Dynamic geofencing
Procedural interface with ATC
Collaborative Interface with ATC
Advisory tactical deconfliction
Conformance Monitoring
NAV & C2 monitoring
I.
SPV requires high-priority flight conflicting with existing or planned HPV
traffic

An SPV intends to perform a high-priority flight that affects an HPV flight. The
two USSPs (if different) need to process the request and coordinate with
impacted operators (e.g. hold future flights, activate/deactivate dynamic
corridors, re-configure airspace, request flight plan modification, etc.). This could
affect HPV which are departing, in-flight or landing.
II.

HEMS requires high-priority flight conflicting with existing or future HPV
traffic

Differently to situation I, the request comes from a medical service helicopter
which needs to perform a high-priority flight. The HEMS operator must
coordinate with the affected USSPs (through ATC, through CISP or directly) in
order to separate conflicting traffic.
Table 22 Prioritization of SPV and Manned Aviation over HPVs
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5.6 Nominal SPV Operations in SPL
Scenario 6

Nominal SPV operations in SPL

Goals

1. To validate procedures and services enabling a safe and efficient operation of SPV
in the standard performance layer close to buildings or other obstacles (e.g.
network-ID, surveillance, tracking, conformance monitoring).
2. To monitor CNS performance of SPVs to ensure it conforms with the acceptable
limits defined when operating closet to buildings.
3. To validate data exchange and use of hyper local weather forecast in flight
planning.

Summary

The scenario is based on the interaction of several SPV flying close to buildings in
nominal operations. In order to enable simultaneous flights in urban or suburban
environments close to different types of obstacles, it is essential to define flight
procedures to ensure separation between SPVs and between SVPs and obstacles, as
well as to deploy a minimum set of services that enables the integration of several
missions running at the same time. In some environments, the possibility of providing
hyper local weather information is also essential. Also, CNS systems must provide a
minimum performance level that ensure a collaborative and safe flight during the
whole operation.
In this sense, this scenario will run in both Zu and Za airspaces, and will enable the
validation of procedures to ensure separation between SPV and obstacles, CNS
performance in urban environments and a proper data exchange of weather events.

Main
−
actors &
Responsibi −
lities

−

SPV operator: submits flight planning and waits for authorisation and flight plan
activation from the USSP to depart and carries out the mission according to plan.
USSP for SPV: organizes traffic flow in the SPL as well as monitors the different
flights to ensure they comply with the flight planned. It must coordinate with
other USSPs providing services in the area.
CISP: It is the interface between USSPs and responsible for disseminating dynamic
and static data to ensure a safe operation.
SDSP: provides supplemental data like weather information or terrain data.

Potential
Use Cases

−
−
−
−
−
−

SPV: Surveillance
SPV: Last mile delivery
SPV: Public Services Non-first Response
SPV: Inspection
SPV: Aerial Photography
SPV: Construction & Maintenance Work

Minimum
services
needed

−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Geo Awareness
Aeronautical Info Management
Network-ID / Tracking / Surveillance Data Exchange
Traffic information
Flight Authorisation (strategic deconfliction)
Weather info
Geospatial info

−
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−
−
−
−
Situations

Procedural interface with ATC
Advisory tactical deconfliction
Conformance Monitoring
NAV & C2 monitoring
I.
Use of hyper-local weather forecast during pre-flight (pre-tactical) phase

Strategic decisions on safe and efficient flight planning will be made based on hyper
local weather forecasts.
II.

In-flight nominal SPV operations close to obstacles in SPL

SPVs will fly simultaneously around obstacles (e.g. buildings) in B-VLOS or E-VLOS.
USSPs will facilitate proper separation management between the different SPV and
between the SPV and the obstacles, monitoring that the operations conform with
plans. The CNS performances will be monitored through the flight. Moreover, SPVs
with a higher level of autonomy may avoid obstacles, such as new buildings or
constructions, cranes, and street furniture. Furthermore, this SPV will inform the USSP
about that new obstacle found.
Table 23 Nominal SPV Operations in SPL
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5.7 Disruption Management at Vertiports in Zu
Scenario 7

Disruption management at Vertiports in Zu

Goals

1. To validate contingency procedures and services for safe vertiport flow
management in off-nominal and emergency situations. These could include:
a. Infringement of dynamic protection volumes and corridors around
vertiport by SPV traffic
b. Technical failures such as CNS degradation, U-Space services
degradation, engine failures, etc.
c. Missed approaches (obstacles on ground, adverse weather, etc.)
d. Human errors such PIC loss of situational awareness
2. To validate responsibilities and information flow between the PIC, the HPV
operator, the vertiport operator, the USSP/CISP and other affected HPV or
SPV vehicles.

Summary

The scenario is based on a supposed vertiport in Zu airspace within the city.
Different contingency situations disrupting a nominal operation (scenario 1) will
be emulated or simulated to validate the proposed contingency procedures and
services dealing with tactical deconfliction, alerting and emergency
management.

Main actors & −
Responsibilities

−

−

−

−

HPV operator/PIC: is ultimately responsible for the operation and
communicates with the USSP (and the vertiport operator) to notify and
coordinate on potential contingencies occurring on board (CNS degradations,
engine failure, etc.). Similarly, it receives traffic information and alerts from
the USSP regarding potentially conflicting SPV or HPV traffic.
Vertiport operator: provides alerts on adverse weather conditions, presence
of obstacles or other potential conflicts. It coordinates the contingency
procedures with the HPV Operator and the USSP.
USSP for HPV: it provides alerts to the HPV Operator on potential CNS and
U-space services degradations and deviations from the path (conformance
monitoring). It provides advisory tactical deconfliction to the HPV operator
(alerts and traffic information) regarding potentially conflicting SPV/HPV
traffic. It coordinates the contingency and emergency procedures with the
HPV Operator, the Vertiport Operator and other impacted USSPs.
CISP: makes the information on dynamic protecting volumes and corridor
status available to all other USSPs. It centralises traffic information and alerts
from SPVs, HPVs and manned aviation making it accessible to all USSPs and
potential VFR traffic.
USSP for SPV (if different): it detects potential infringements of the protected
volumes and corridors by SPV traffic (conformance monitoring) and notifies
both the SPV operator in question and the USSP for HPV. Similarly, it receives
alerts from the USSP for HPV in case of potential excursions of HPVs from the
protected volumes due to contingencies/emergencies. It then provides
tactical deconfliction for the impacted SPV traffic (issuing of alerts, dynamic
geo-fencing, take-off requests rejections, etc.).
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−

−
Potential
Cases

Use −
−
−
−
−

Minimum
services needed

Situations

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

SPV Operator/PIC: it receives alerts from the USSP for SPV to tactically
resolve the contingency and it also notifies of potential
contingencies/emergencies occurring on board leading to the infringement
of the protected volumes and corridors.
SDSP: provides supplemental data like weather information, terrain data,
etc.
HPV: Air Commute Shuttle Service
HPV: Air Commute Taxi Service
HPV Cargo transport
SPV: Surveillance
SPV: Last mile delivery
Geo Awareness
Aeronautical Info Management
Network-ID / Tracking / Surveillance Data Exchange
Traffic information
Flight Authorisation (strategic deconfliction)
Dynamic geofencing (including HPV corridor management)
Vertiport flow management
Weather info
Geospatial info
Conformance Monitoring
Advisory tactical deconfliction
Emergency management
I.
SPV traffic infringes protected volumes/corridors when and authorised
HPV is about to take-off or land from/to the vertiport

Due to degradations in the SPV navigation system or issues in the proper
activation (and notification) of the protected volumes/corridors, the SPV infringes
these volumes while an HPV is operating or expected to operate. Both SPV and
HPV traffic must be alerted and separated by means of tactical deconfliction.
II.

HPV exits protected volumes/corridors

Due to a degradation in the navigation system or an engine failure, the HPV
manoeuvres out of the protected volume and corridors for take-off and landing
in order to perform an emergency landing. Surrounding SPV traffic must be
alerted and separated.
III.

The HPV is forced to make a Missed Approach

Due to the presence of obstacles on ground or adverse weather conditions, the
HPV is forced to make a missed approach. The vertiport operator and the USSP
coordinate the procedure for the HPV operator to try a new approach or to divert
to alternate.
Table 24 Disruption Management at Vertiports in Zu
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5.8 Disruption Management at Vertiports in Za
Scenario 8

Disruption management at Vertiports in Za

Goals

1. To validate contingency procedures and services for safe vertiport in CTR flow
management in off-nominal and emergency situations. These could include:
a. HPV landing attempt when the dynamic corridor activation has not been
approved by ATC which should lead to appropriate traffic
reconfiguration to guarantee separation.
b. Infringement of dynamic protection volumes and corridors around
vertiport by SPV traffic (already analysed in Zu Vertiport case) and
manned aviation
c. Technical failures such CNS degradation, U-Space services degradation,
ATC-USSP communication error, engine failures, etc.
d. Missed approaches (obstacles on ground, adverse weather, etc.)
(already analysed in the Zu Vertiport case)
e. Human errors such PIC loss of situational awareness
2. To validate responsibilities and information flow between the PIC, the HPV
operator, the vertiport operator, the USSP, and ATC, as well as with CIS and
other affected HPV, SPV or manned vehicles.

Summary

The scenario is based on a supposed vertiport in Za airspace in the CTR/ATZ of a
controlled airport. Different contingency situations disrupting a nominal
operation (scenario 2) will be emulated or simulated to validate the proposed
contingency procedures and services dealing with tactical deconfliction, alerting
and emergency management.

Main actors & −
Responsibilities

−

−

−

HPV operator/PIC: is ultimately responsible for the operation and
communicates with ATC and the USSP (and the vertiport operator) to notify
and coordinate on potential contingencies occurring on board (CNS
degradations, engine failure, etc.). Similarly, it receives traffic information
and alerts from the USSP and ATC regarding potentially conflicting manned
traffic.
Vertiport operator: provides alerts on adverse weather conditions, presence
of obstacles or other potential conflicts. It coordinates the contingency
procedures with the HPV Operator, ATC, CISP and the USSP.
USSP for HPV: it provides alerts to the HPV Operator on potential CNS and Uspace services degradations and deviations from the path (conformance
monitoring). It provides advisory tactical deconfliction to the HPV operator
(alerts and traffic information) regarding potentially conflicting manned
traffic or rejection from ATC to activate corridor for landing. It coordinates
the contingency and emergency procedures with the HPV Operator, the
Vertiport Operator, ATC and other impacted USSPs.
CISP: It is the interface between USSPs and ATC and makes the information
on dynamic protecting volumes and corridor status available to all other
USSPs and ATC. It centralises traffic information and alerts from HPVs and
manned aviation making it accessible to all USSPs and ATC.
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−

−

−
−
Potential
Cases

Use −
−
−
−
−

Minimum
services needed

Situations

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Manned aircraft pilot: notifies ATC of any contingency occurring on board as
well as potential incursions into HP corridors. It receives traffic information
or control instructions from ATC to resolve the contingency which could also
include potential conflicts with HPVs operating outside the boundaries of HP
corridors in an off-nominal or emergency situation.
ATC: coordinates the contingency procedures with the HPV Operator and the
USSP. It provides manned traffic information to the USSP and informs of
manned traffic contingencies and incursions into HPL. Similarly, it receives
traffic information from the USSP and alerts from HPV contingencies and
excursions from corridors. It tactically deconflicts manned traffic.
SPV Operator/PIC: receives alerts from USSP to modify current trajectory to
avoid invading protected volumes and extended corridors if required.
SDSP: provide supplemental data like weather information, terrain data,
vertiport information and smart-city data (e.g. other transport means).
HPV: Air Commute Shuttle Service
HPV: Air Commute Taxi Service
HPV: Cargo transport
SPV: Airport infrastructure inspection
Manned: HEMS helicopters, general aviation
Geo Awareness
Aeronautical Info Management
Network-ID / Tracking / Surveillance Data Exchange
Traffic information
Flight Authorisation (strategic deconfliction)
Dynamic geofencing (including HPV corridor management)
Vertiport flow management
Weather info
Geospatial info
Procedural interface with ATC
Collaborative Interface with ATC
Conformance Monitoring
Advisory tactical deconfliction
Emergency management
I.
Manned aircraft on-board contingency requires de-activation of dynamic
corridor by ATC

A contingency occurring on-board a manned aircraft about to land requires
temporary shut-down of HPV operations. HPVs on ground will be prevented from
taking-off and those in-flight or landing will be requested to modify their
trajectory and/or landing location accordingly.
II.

HPV on-board contingency results in an excursion from HPL (or protected
corridors) and surrounding manned traffic must be separated

Technical failures such CNS degradation, U-Space services degradation (e.g.
failure to activate protection volumes), ATC-USSP communication error or engine
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failures results in an excursion of an HPV platform from the HPL or protected
volumes, entering into controlled airspace within the airport. ATC must be duly
informed in order to alert and reconfigure surrounding traffic until the
contingency is resolved.
Table 25 Disruption Management at Vertiports in Za
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5.9 Disruption Management in HPL Within Zu/Za Airspace
Scenario 9
Goals

Summary

Disruption management in HPL within Zu/Za airspace
1. To validate contingency procedures and services for safe management of inflight off-nominal and emergency situations within the HPL. These could
include:
a. Incursions of unauthorised SPV or manned traffic into HPL airspace
b. Excursions of HPV traffic into SPL airspace or into airspace above VLL.
c. In-flight technical failures such CNS degradation, U-Space services
degradation, etc.
d. Loss of separation with other HPV traffic
e. Human errors such PIC loss of situational awareness
2. To validate responsibilities and information flow between the PIC, the HPV
operator, the USSP/CISP, the ANSP and other affected HPV, SPV vehicles and
manned aviation.
The scenario addresses different contingencies that could occur to an HPV flying
a particular route through the HPL disrupting its nominal operation (scenarios 3
and 4). Such disruptions will be emulated or simulated to validate the proposed
contingency procedures and services dealing with tactical deconfliction, alerting
and emergency management.

Main actors & −
Responsibilities

−

−

−

−

HPV operator/PIC: is ultimately responsible for the operation and
communicates with the USSP (and optionally ATC) to notify and coordinate
on potential contingencies occurring on board (CNS degradations, engine
failure, etc.). Similarly, it receives traffic information and alerts from the USSP
(and ATC) regarding potentially conflicting manned, SPV or HPV traffic.
ATC: coordinates the contingency procedures with the HPV Operator
through USSP services. It provides manned traffic information to the USSP
and informs of manned traffic contingencies and incursions into HPL.
Similarly, it receives traffic information from the USSP and alerts from HPV
contingencies and excursions over VLL. It tactically deconflicts manned
traffic.
USSP for HPV: it provides alerts to the HPV Operator on potential CNS and
U-space services degradations and deviations from the path (conformance
monitoring). It provides advisory tactical deconfliction to the HPV operator
(alerts and traffic information) regarding potentially conflicting
manned/SPV/HPV traffic. It coordinates the contingency and emergency
procedures with the HPV Operator, ATC and other impacted USSPs.
CISP: It is the interface between USSPs and ATC and makes information on
geo-fencing and dynamic airspace restrictions available to all USSPs/ANSPs.
It centralises traffic information and alerts from manned vehicles, SPVs and
HPVs making it accessible to all USSPs/ANSPs.
USSP for SPV (if different): coordinates the contingency procedures with the
HPV Operator and the USSP. It provides SPV traffic information to the USSP
and informs of SPV traffic contingencies and incursions into HPL. Similarly, it
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−

−

−
Potential
Cases

Use −
−
−
−
−
−

Minimum
services needed

Situations

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

receives traffic information from the USSP for HPV and alerts from HPV
contingencies and incursions into SPL. It provides tactical deconfliction for
the impacted SPV traffic (issuing of alerts, dynamic geo-fencing, flight plans
rejections, etc.).
SPV Operator/PIC: receives alerts from its USSP to tactically resolve the
contingency and it also notifies of potential contingencies/emergencies
occurring on board as well as potential incursions into HPL.
Manned aircraft pilot: notifies ATC of any contingency occurring on board as
well as potential incursions into HPL (below VLL). It receives traffic
information and control instructions from ATC or just traffic information from
Aerodrome Flight Information Services (AFIS) to resolve the contingency
which could also include potential conflicts with HPVs operating outside the
boundaries of HPL in an off-nominal or emergency situation.
SDSP: provide supplemental data like weather information, terrain data, etc.
HPV: Air Commute Shuttle Service
HPV: Air Commute Taxi Service
HPV Cargo transport
SPV: Surveillance
SPV: Last mile delivery
Manned: HEMS helicopters, recreational VFR flights
Geo Awareness
Aeronautical Info Management
Network-ID / Tracking / Surveillance Data Exchange
Traffic information
Flight Authorisation (strategic deconfliction)
Dynamic geofencing (including HPV corridor management)
Procedural interface with ATC
Collaborative Interface with ATC
Conformance Monitoring
Advisory tactical deconfliction
Emergency management
I.
Unauthorised SPV traffic enters the HPL

Due to degradations in the navigation system, loss of situational awareness by
the PIC or other technical or human errors, an SPV enters into the HPL. Both SPV
and impacted HPV traffic must be alerted and separated by means of tactical
deconfliction. Coordination between the two USSPs (if different) is needed.
II.

Unauthorised manned traffic enters the HPL

Due to on board contingencies or a loss of situational awareness by the PIC, a
manned aircraft flies below VLL, entering into HPL. Both manned aircraft and
impacted HPV traffic must be alerted and separated by means of tactical
deconfliction. Coordination between the USSP and ATC/CISP is needed.
III.

Unauthorised HPV traffic exists HPL entering into SPL below
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Contrary to situation I above, in this case it is he HPV the one infringing SPV
airspace. Coordination between the two USSPs is needed.
IV.

Unauthorised HPV traffic exists HPL entering airspace above VLL

Contrary to situation II above, in this case it is he HPV the one infringing manned
aviation airspace. Coordination between the USSP and ATC/CISP is needed.
V.

HPV suffers from CNS degradation

The HPV is incapable of adhering to the planned (deconflicted) route with the
minimum performances required. Contingency procedures must be applied by the
USSP to guarantee separation with other potentially conflicting traffic and for a
safe recovery or emergency landing of the HPV in question.
VI.

U-space system suffers from a service degradation

There is a degradation or total loss of any of the tactical U-space services such as
the provision of dynamic Geofencing information, traffic information or tactical
deconfliction alerts. Contingency procedures must be applied by the USSP to
inform all impacted traffic and resolve the situation.
Table 26 Disruption Management in HPL Within Zu/Za Airspace
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6 Conclusions and recommendations
This document contains an overview of use cases and scenarios for Urban Air Mobility. The lists are
developed such that an extensive list of UAM business cases and operations are considered. The
extended descriptions in this document will serve as input for the following work packages in the
AMU-LED project and will be the operational basis for the AMU-LED team to build upon.
UAM missions can be described through a set of fourteen use cases. The operations can be covered
in nine scenarios. This document demonstrates that through using well-defined quantitative
characteristics for describing use cases, an overview can be made that covers all aspects. Similarly, the
scenarios are described through use of a pre-defined template.
The aim of this document is to identify a full generic list of use cases and scenarios for UAM, so that
for the AMU-LED demonstrations a well-motivated choice can be made.
It is recommended that, when further specifying the demonstrations (WP6), the use cases and
scenarios are used for reference. This will ensure that the demonstrations cover as much as possible
different aspects of Urban Air Mobility, though the demonstrations do not claim to cover everything.
The results of this document must also be used in the following work packages to define the
architecture (WP4) and to specify the ground and on-board systems (WP5).
UAM cannot function well without the application of U-space services. Urban aspects, like avoiding
buildings and other obstacles, radio interference and hyper local weather conditions should form
major part of the work in the project and it is recommended to focus on U-space services with the
further development of UAM.
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Appendix A

Activity Diagrams for the Use Cases
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